When current trade restrictions are relaxed,
businesses may be looking towards implementing
protective measures for their staff and customers
within their trading environments.
The rapid spread of coronavirus means essential businesses have
had to implement fast, effective solutions to enable them to continue
transacting and providing for their communities safely.
Many other businesses are having to consider ways they can modify
their stores and trading environments to practice ongoing social
distancing measures when the government lockdown lifts.
The retail sneeze guard is an acrylic screen guard ideal for retail and
other transactional settings.
These screens have been built to help reduce the spread of
contagious airborne germs commonly spread by coughing and
sneezing, mitigating the risk to staff in customer-facing
environments.
Providing a visible barrier during face-to-face interactions with
customers means regular business can be conducted as safely as
possible, whilst maintaining separation of personal space.
As an agile partner, Vista Retail Support can manufacture, source,
deliver and install these screens upon request.
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Reduce the spread of airborne germs at
the point of sale
Vista Retail Support can provide a range of retail
sneeze guard solutions based specifically around
your business requirements. Made from high
quality clear acrylic, these screens come in a
number of sizes, including:
•

50cm wide

•

60cm wide

•

75cm wide

•

90cm wide

The screens are manufactured in South Wales from 4mm thick acrylic, which is
designed for retail with a serving hatch at the base to transfer cash and receipts
as well as pass Chip and Pin devices to your customers. The standard sneeze
guard has four fixing points to secure to a countertop and is ideal for use in
checkout areas, pharmacies and retail stores.
We are aware that these designs may not fit each store environment. So, we are
happy to work with our customers to design screens that are suitable to your
environment or fabricate from designs you may already have.

Sneeze guard installation services
Vista’s team of highly experienced IMAC engineers are also on hand to install these
protective screens throughout the UK and Europe. If you are planning social distancing
or virus spread prevention measures in your stores, we’re here to support you with the
right solution for your environment. If you have already selected a product that is right
for you, then we are happy to deploy these for you.
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High Quality Guaranteed
The retail sneeze guard is built from durable,
clear acrylic which is designed to meet the
requirements of high traffic retail

environments.

Safeguard Your Interactions
Reassure your staff and customers with a

visible barrier that allows for the transfer of
items or payment transactions, free of
contact.

Protect Your Employees
Help mitigate the risk of unintentional
exposure to respiratory droplets such as a

sneeze or a cough during transactions.
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Vista House

Support: 0345 070 0393

Pentwyn Business Centre

Sales: 0845 070 2055

Wharfedale Road

Main Office: 02920 542 460

Cardiff
CF23 7HB
www.vistasupport.com

info@vistasupport.com
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